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The 29th year of operation of the LEADER Project (LEADER) was marked by the unprecedented
circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, we are proud to have successfully elevated
our operations, while better capturing and communicating our on-site impact.

OVERVIEW

Message from the EDs

This year was the first time in LEADER’s long history that instructors were not sent abroad to work with
entrepreneurs and students. Making this decision was extremely difficult, but the health and safety of
the LEADER team and program participants was of the utmost importance. Despite this disappointing
outcome, LEADER is committed to providing the 2020 cohort the opportunity to participate as part of
the Alumni Volunteer Program in future years.
Our operational achievements throughout the year spanned all committees. We released LEADER’s first
Impact Report, created the foundation of an entrepreneur database, and launched our first postprogram survey to a group of 100+ entrepreneurs. Our social media presence became more varied,
highlighting stories from LEADER’s past and present entrepreneur and instructor alumni. To ensure all
progress is continued, all LEADER transition documents were thoroughly updated and relationships
with our Site Partners have been closely maintained over the summer months in anticipation for next
year’s programming.
We would like to sincerely thank the following sponsors for their continuous support of LEADER:
Air Canada, for their belief in our mission and for the donation of one million Aeroplan miles,
which supports LEADER in sending our teachers across the world
Our Site Partners globally, for working closely with us to operate LEADER on an annual basis and
help benefit entrepreneurs in their communities
The Pierre Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship, for providing funding, support, and
opportunities for LEADER to write cases on local entrepreneurs and highlight their unique stories
The Dean’s Office at Ivey, Ivey Advancement, and Ivey Publishing, for supporting our
operations and helping push LEADER forward to new heights
The MBA and HBA Associations, for encouraging Ivey students to apply our learnings from the
classroom and become global leaders and for their financial support
Our Alumni, for continuously supporting LEADER through donations and strategic support
In the following report, we will provide an overview of the Project, including a financial overview, reviews
of both our sites and committees, and other operational details from the past year. Should you have
any questions, please feel free to reach out to us at leaderproject@ivey.ca.
Sincerely,
The 2020 Executive Director Team

Margot Ghersin
HBA'20

Vinushaa Rajkumar
MBA'20

Hina Shahid
MBA'20

Bijan Mirshahi
HBA'21
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OVERVIEW

COVID-19 Background & Implications
Background
The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, is a global pandemic that originated in Wuhan, China in December
of 2019. The disease causes respiratory illness, like the flu, with symptoms such as a cough, fever,
difficulty breathing and loss of smell. COVID-19 is most dangerous for those who are immunocompromised, but can affect people of all ages.
The LEADER Project Executive Director team began closely monitoring the worldwide spread of
COVID-19 in late January of 2020. Throughout, the organization's stance on site travel remained
consistent with the Canadian travel risk advisory, and a health & safety analysis framework was
developed to inform site closure, with factors like case-count, country travel policies and university
sentiment. The LEADER team communicated closely with Site Partners and the Ivey Dean's office
throughout early 2020 as the situation changed quickly.
Ultimately, the Project abided by Western University's policy released on March 11, 2020, which
stated that all international university-sanctioned travel was cancelled until September of that year.
While this was a difficult and disappointing outcome to the year, safety is always of utmost priority for
the LEADER Project, resulting in the joint decision by the Executive Directors and the Advisory Board
to suspend teaching travel for the year.
Outcomes
All LEADER instructors in the 2020 cohort who did not travel were provided with a financially
equitable subsidy to travel as Alumni Volunteers in the future
All LEADER instructors were fully reimbursed for any travel expenses prematurely incurred,
including flight cancellation fees
All Alumni Volunteers who were scheduled to travel in summer 2020 will be contacted first and
offered a position for summer 2021
Outlook
Thank you to our Site Partners for their ongoing cooperation. We wish them continued health and
safety amid these uncertain times.
We are hopeful to travel in summer 2021 and will continue to vigilantly monitor the health situation
across our seven planned sites. Nevertheless, if we are prevented from travelling, we will also
proactively plan for alternate teaching methods if necessary, as timing did not permit for 2020.
This was a difficult year for the LEADER Project but with the support of our partners, our Advisory
Board, and the optimism of our instructors, we are confident that the organization will come back
stronger. We are looking forward to continuing our legacy of impact abroad for our 30th year.
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In fiscal 2020, LEADER incurred a small deficit of $1,764 (Appendix 1). This was driven by this year’s
travel cancellation expenses. When COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic in March 2020, several
students had already booked their travels with airlines. Where airlines were not willing to provide full
refunds for cancellations, LEADER reimbursed those students to ensure they did not personally incur a
financial shortfall for events that were wholly unexpected and outside of the Project's control.

OVERVIEW

Financial Overview

Revenues
Relative to fiscal 2019, revenues declined by 89% (from $74,126 to $7,982; Appendix 1). As the team
did not travel this year, the $1,000 per student fundraising commitment was forgiven in light of COVID;
this funding commitment typically represents close to 50% of LEADER’s annual revenues alone.
Furthermore, institutional fundraising from Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship is
expected to be zero this year as their continued support is connected to successfully writing new
entrepreneurial cases from connections made during programming which did not occur this year.
Despite this difficult year, donations to LEADER remained strong, representing support from the Ivey
community at-large and our many partners. LEADER would like to thank the Ivey Dean’s Office, Air
Canada, MBAA, HBAA, and Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship for their continued
support. LEADER’s work and impact would not be possible without our partners, and we look forward
to leveraging their support to improve our impact for many years to come.
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Expenses

OVERVIEW

Financial Overview

Relative to fiscal 2019, expenses declined by 82% (from $54,489 to $9,746; Appendix 1). This was driven
by the lack of travel expenses this year, which typically represents LEADER’s largest expense.
Furthermore, over 60% of LEADER’s expenses this year were due to reimbursements LEADER provided
to students who faced financial shortfalls from their airline refunds (Contingency Expenses).
LEADER would like to thank our donors and partners for their generous contributions to the Project.
With them, LEADER would not have been able to help reimburse students for their travel cancellation
refund shortfalls, which given the circumstances of the year was the equitable thing to do. It is a
testament to our tenured financial supporters and to the agility of the entire LEADER team in this
challenging year that we were able to navigate the year and minimize the Project's financial deficit.
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The LEADER Project sources all of its talented instructors from the Ivey Business School, with
representation this year from the MBA and HBA programs. Of the 103 total applications received (up
from 79 applications in 2019), 32 dedicated team members were selected for this year’s team.

OVERVIEW

LEADER Instructors

LEADER instructors (“LEADERites”) are organized into internal committees and site teams. In addition,
instructors go through a teaching and coaching boot camp prior to travelling to ensure consistency in
the quality of the educational experience delivered through the program. While onsite, LEADERites
teach lectures, lead case discussions, provide one-on-one coaching during the day, and tailor lesson
plans during the evening. The relationships that LEADERites build with one another as well as
participants in the program create a platform for ongoing personal and professional development that
impacts everyone involved with the Project beyond the two weeks spent on-site.
The passion from LEADERites throughout the year was clearly evident and this passion is critical to the
Project’s ongoing success. The Project’s Executive Directors and Advisory Board would like to thank all
LEADERites for their dedication and look forward to their continued support for years to come.

LEADER Team Holiday Photo, 2019

In addition, the Project is always excited to welcome fantastic team members from the Alumni
Volunteer Program. Unfortunately, this initiative had to be paused this year due to the COVID-19
pandemic. In the past, these professionals have been Ivey Alumni, but we are seeking to expand the
program to include all qualified working professionals interested in contributing on-site.
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OVERVIEW

LEADER Instructors
LEADER strives towards an equal representation of undergraduate and graduate-degree Ivey students.
In past years, MSc and PhD students have been represented in our instructor cohorts.

LEADER Instructors come from a variety of professional backgrounds, and are all inclined towards
entrepreneurship. The most common area of practice is consulting.
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SITES

Site Overview
In 2020, LEADERite instructor teams were meant to travel to eight sites:
Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina
Whitehorse, Canada
Bangalore, India
Skopje, North Macedonia
Kathmandu, Nepal
Irkutsk, Russia
Belgrade, Serbia
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Despite not being able to travel and teach this year, we remain wholly committed to our
partnerships at home and overseas. We look forward to working with our Site Partners
building greater impact for years to come. Our 2020 Site Partners can be found below.

Yukon University
Whitehorse, Canada

ReStart
Sarajevo, Bosnia &
Herzegovina

CANSEE
Belgrade, Serbia

Macedonia2025
Skopje, North
Macedonia

Saigon Innovation Hub
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Nepalese Youth
Entrepreneur Forum
Kathmandu, Nepal

Jain University Incubator
Bangalore, India

Baikal State University
Irkutsk, Russia
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Curriculum
This year’s Curriculum Committee is proud to have made significant
improvements on two fronts: curriculum content and LEADERite training.
The LEADER curriculum experienced changes in both lecture content and case
selection. Lectures were redesigned to better reflect the educational needs of an
entrepreneur, rather than the institutionalized content that was previously
leveraged from academia. This entrepreneurial theme pushed the envelope for
New Venture Creation, foundations of which were paved the previous year. In
regard to case selection, the Curriculum Committee made the novel decision to
introduce a new, two-tiered curriculum. The committee selected two cases per
lecture topic, giving LEADERites the autonomy to choose the case that better
suited the calibre of their participants. The second pillar of transformation was
LEADERite training, which involved tactical workshops and an earlier sitecustomization process. The yearly workshop was revamped to include a
Curriculum Committee-led session, which aimed to bridge the gap of teaching
knowledge between the committee and all LEADERites.

Dorothy Lin, HBA'20

Erica Yarmol-Matusiak, HBA'21

Key Achievements
Introduced two cases and corresponding teaching notes per lecture to suit
both advanced and intermediate sites, doubling LEADER's curriculum size
Built New Venture Creation throughout teaching notes to clarify content
Selected a custom case for Bosnia (Igraj Uci Rasti) and Vietnam (Selling Green
Tea in Vietnam)
Developed 7 workshop modules that LEADERites can run onsite (ex: Digital
Marketing, Excel Workshops, Slideshow Karaoke, Leadership Activities) in
addition to lecture and case materials
Launched incentive program for LEADERites to complete comprehensive
preparatory task list and understand, assign, and localize curriculum content
before departure
Improved Whitehorse curriculum by implementing feedback from prior
instructors and meetings with First Nations leaders at Western University

Richie Bloomfield, MBA'20

Danilla Xing, HBA'22

The new curriculum improvements cannot be measured due to the 2020 COVID19 pandemic. The efficacy of the two-tiered case curriculum will be tested in the
2021 year and improved thereafter.
Christian Cutts, HBA'21
Outlook
As the organization did not travel in 2020, a similar case roster will be carried
over. The focus in 2021 will be on finding creative, ongoing ways to prepare
LEADERites for teaching, and on aligning curriculum needs through
conversations with Site Partners.

Not Pictured:
Brendan Horan, MBA'21

*
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Fundraising & Social
The Fundraising and Social (F&S) Committee focused on two mandates this
year: (1) organizing at least one fundraiser per semester and (2) enabling the
LEADER donation platform to be more efficient. The team is proud to have
raised $3,631 which helped to allow the Project to offset operational flight
cancellation expenses due to COVID-19.

Lisa Chen, HBA'20

Key Achievements
Alumni Engagement Task Force
This year was the first year F&S worked with the Marketing & Communications
team to form the Alumni Engagement Task Force. Specific goals were set at the
board level with the input of committee members to increase Alumni
Engagement. New donation data has been analyzed and there is an improved
‘Thank You’ process in place for donors. Improving the process is an ongoing
task for F&S leads.
Candy Gram Fundraisers
The F&S ran two successful Candy Gram fundraisers again this year, for all Ivey
programs and faculty. These fundraisers totaled to ~33% of total fundraising
dollars, raising $1,043.
Team Bonding Events
Full-team LEADERite bonding events increased this year, building a stronger
internal culture. Some great events included apple picking, escape rooms, and
house warmings. The most popular event was the Country Potluck in the
January. After each LEADERite was assigned their country, they worked with
their site team to create dishes from the country they were going to. It was a
night filled with laughter and good food!

Sam Hafezi, MBA'20

Ryan Mulligan, MBA'20

Andrew Newton, MBA'21

Rebranding
With a heavier emphasis on engagement—for both alumni and for LEADERites,
the F&S team will be rebranding to F&E—Fundraising and Engagement.
Due to COVID-19, some regularly scheduled events did not occur this year:
PBSN’s Connect Conference and the Alumni Event.

Amy Li, HBA'21

Outlook
This year has been successful for the F&S committee. In the future, increased
focus on alumni engagement beyond donations should be examined.
Furthermore, increasing all LEADERite engagement throughout the entire year
should also be a priority. Having at least one fundraiser per semester is a good
standard, however the more frequent, the better.

*

Shreya Singh, HBA'21
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Impact
This past year, the Impact committee made it a priority to build and maintain an
entrepreneur database to track all participants of the LEADER program to better
understand post-program impact. The committee also determined the best
framework and process for impact measurement in its creation of surveys and
choice of metrics.
Impact further solidified the importance of measuring and quantifying the
impact made in each country site by analyzing previous year results and making
minor updates to the site surveys. Additionally, the committee created a new
Entrepreneur Tracking survey, to be completed 6 months after finishing the
LEADER program.

YiMin Shen, HBA'20

Key Achievements
Created the inaugural entrepreneur database on Hubspot, a CRM tool, to
track all the previous entrepreneurs at all previous sites who have gone
through the LEADER program
Created Entrepreneur Tracking Survey and collected over 40 responses
from past entrepreneurs who have participated in the LEADER program to
populate the database
Analyzed previous year survey data to inform strategic decisions and made
minor improvements to the Pre- and Post-surveys
Created the first ever Impact Manual for new committee members, to
formulize processes and provide continuity in collection and management
of important data, as well as in assessment of LEADER in the long-term
Created the first ever Impact Report for corporate and Site Partner
stakeholders, including quantitative metrics about LEADER entrepreneurs'
businesses and alumni testimonials, and sponsorship impact details
Due to COVID-19, teams were unable to teach and thus site surveys were not
filled out at each teaching location. However, the Impact committee laid strong
foundational work for the future.

Venkat Iyer, MBA'20

Rachel Ross, MBA'20

Dimpal Chetnani, MBA'20

Outlook
The Impact Committee aims to continuously improve their data collection
methods at each site and add value to different committees within LEADER. In the
coming year, Impact hopes to continue populating the Entrepreneur database,
send out the first ever Impact Report, and collaborate with Marketing &
Communications to publish success stories of past LEADER participants.

Caitlyn Liu, HBA'21

*
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Logistics
This year, the Logistics Committee focused on successfully going about routine
logistical tasks while also factoring the incoming COVID-19 pandemic. This year,
MOU responsibilities were delegated amongst the Logistics team, and Site
Partner relationships remained strong throughout conversations on how to
successfully run the LEADER program in each country once again. The
delegation process worked well, allowing the committee to have engaging
discussions with each of the Site Partners throughout the year and to make
sure each partner felt supported and prepared for the program before
LEADERites arrived.

Harleen Arora, HBA'20

Piotr Job, MBA'20

Key Achievements
The Logistics team had a very unconventional year due to COVID-19 but is very
proud of their phenomenal achievements, especially in second semester,
preparing for worst case scenarios in case the pandemic affected travel.
Creating risk assessments for each site outlining precautions to be taken,
monitoring the number of COVID-19 cases, and other metrics
Reshaping the India LEADER experience by having the incubator and Jain
University commit to more entrepreneurial participants going forward
Providing booking and cancellation assistance for flights (for LEADERites
who had booked flights)
Successfully updating the Logistics Manual
Successful end-to-end relationship management with all Site Partners
(MOUs, pre-travel checklist)
Outlook

Deepak Bali, MBA'20

Ekky Manoilenko, MBA'20

Next year, the Logistics committee anticipates complications surrounding travel
to sites due to COVID-19. As such, the future committee should look to
complete thorough risk assessments for each site early on, proactively
communicate with Site Partners regarding the COVID-19 situation, and address
initial concerns about running the LEADER program in 2021.
The Logistics Committee should also be prepared to allow increased flexibility
surrounding MOUs and flight booking in terms of timelines, and should
continually collaborate with Site Partners throughout the process, especially
during times of uncertainty.

Taylor Rubert, MBA'20

Lastly, the Logistics team hopes to collaborate more with the Advisory Board
next year to ensure that entrepreneurial ecosystems are being created at our
sites, maximizing impact for the entrepreneurial participants.

*

Tania Kwan, HBA'21
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Marketing & Communications
This year, the Marketing & Communications (MarComm) committee aimed to
develop a tailored marketing strategy for the various groups that interact with
LEADER online such as LEADERites, Alumni, and past participants.
The first focus was on adopting a more analytical approach towards our social
media channels, doing a deep-dive into various metrics to gauge Alumni
Engagement. The second focus was on increasing the variety of content posted
to appeal to the different stakeholder groups.

Shivani Pradhan, HBA'20

Key Achievements
Collaborated with the F&S (Fundraising & Social) Committee and the Alumni
Engagement Advisory Board Committee to achieve yearly goals
Developed detailed content calendar to ensure various types of content
(Entrepreneur Spotlights, LEADERite bonding, Site Partner updates) were
shared throughout the year
Created LEADER branding guidelines to improve consistency of visual and
text content
Developed social media metric tracking dashboard and completed analysis
of LEADER’s historical social media performance to identify the most
engaging channels across LinkedIn, Facebook, and Instagram
Re-launched LEADER’s e-mail newsletter initiative, releasing three
newsletters during the year to update the LEADER Alumni community
Updated LEADER’s blog with both written and video content
Developed detailed MarComm Committee manual to ensure knowledge
transfer in future years

Toshaan Harjai, MBA'20

Jason Cho, HBA'20

Outlook
By solidifying the brainstorming and follower segmentation efforts completed in
the previous year, the team has made considerable progress in identifying new
ways to interact with our alumni and partners. In 2021, the team will continue
to engage with Alumni while highlighting the experiences of LEADER
entrepreneurs. We will also commemorate LEADER's 30th year in a multimedia
format leading up to travel.

Max Horne, HBA'21

Not Pictured:
Alexandra Krolak, MBA'21

*
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APPENDIX

Advisory Board
LEADER's Advisory Board is critical to the Project's success year over year. The Board is designed to
provide continuity, expertise, and help guide strategic direction for the operating team.
We would like to thank Taylor Sekhon, Co-Chair of LEADER's Advisory Board since 2017, for his enduring
support as he departs from the Board this year. We also would like to thank Zach Hamel, Vivek Kalwani,
Raman Paulovich, and James Elmhirst for their years of support to generations of Executive Directors as
they depart from the Board this year.
This year's Advisory Board was comprised of the following individuals:

Chairs

Robert Davis, HBA'08
Taylor Sekhon, HBA'14
Lisa Dymond, MBA'06

Governance

Robert Davis, HBA'08
Taylor Sekhon, HBA'14

Vivek Kalwani, MBA'12

Audit

Emily Rowe, HBA'16
Robert Davis, HBA'08

Site Review &
Expansion
Alumni
Engagement
Alumni
Volunteer

Mark Gilbert, MBA'12
Taylor Sekhon, HBA'14

Steve Reddin, MBA'15
David Bassin, MBA'06
Susan Anderson, MBA'10
Paul Fleming, MBA'96
Cathy Chen, HBA'18

Zach Hamel, HBA'16
Iris Wu, HBA'18

Operations

James Elmhirst, MBA'18
Raman Paulovich, MBA'18
Taylor Whitehouse, MBA'19
Katie McNamara, MBA'19
Victor Lal, HBA'19

Emeritus

Sarah Buck, Manager of Projects at PMI
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APPENDIX

Contact Page
If you have any questions or inquiries, please contact the LEADER Project at:

Ivey LEADER Project
Ivey Business School at Western University
1255 Western Road
London, Ontario, Canada
N6G 0N1

To reach the Executive Director team, please contact: leaderproject@ivey.ca
To reach the Advisory Board, please contact: advisoryboard@leaderproject.com

Website
www.leaderproject.com

Instagram

Facebook

LinkedIn

@iveyleaderproject

The LEADER Project

The LEADER Project
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APPENDIX

Thank You To Our Sponsors

Travel Sponsor

Institutional Sponsors

In-Kind Sponsors
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Appendix 1: 2020 & Historical Income Statement

1

2

1,2

APPENDIX

Financial Statements

To provide a more accurate financial picture, two reporting changes have been instated, thus requiring the restatement of 2019: 1) all
LEADERite deposits will be recognized in the year they are deposited as Other Revenue and 2) Institutional Fundraising from PMI will be
recognized according to the number of cases submitted to PMI within that same year.
2019 Institutional Fundraising includes funding from the Yukon Government of $10,833.
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APPENDIX

Team Roster
Name

Program

Margot Ghersin

HBA2

Vinushaa Rajkumar

MBA

Hina Shahid

MBA

Bijan Mirshahi

HBA1

Erica Yarmol-Matusiak

HBA2

Dorothy Lin

HBA3

Brendan Horan

MBA

Richie Bloomfield

MBA

Christian Cutts

HBA1

Danilla Xing

HBA1

Lisa Chen

HBA2

Ryan Mulligan

MBA

Sam Hafezi

MBA

Amy Li

HBA2

Shreya Singh

HBA1

Andrew Newton

MBA

YiMin Shen

HBA2

Rachel Ross

MBA

Dimpal Chetnani

MBA

Venkat Iyer

MBA

Caitlyn Liu

HBA1

Harleen Arora

HBA2

Piotr Job

MBA

Ekky Manoilenko

MBA

Taylor Rubert

MBA

Deepak Bali

MBA

Tania Kwan

HBA1

Shivani Pradhan

HBA2

Toshaan Harjai

MBA

Alexandra Krolak

MBA

Max Horne

HBA1

Committee
Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Executive Director
Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum
Fundraising & Social
Fundraising & Social
Fundraising & Social
Fundraising & Social
Fundraising & Social
Fundraising & Social
Impact
Impact
Impact
Impact
Impact
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
MarComm
MarComm
MarComm
MarComm
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